
Bug Hunters 
dump user 
data. 
Can they keep it?
Well they’re keeping it 
anyway.



Who?

Data Protection Officer & 
Privacy Attorney - a lawyer, 

but not your lawyer

Co-Founder of Truffle Security, 
TruffleHog author, bug hunter, 

security researcher, etc…

Whitney Merrill
@wbm312

Dylan Ayrey
@InsecureNature



Do bug hunters 
touch your data?





Job done.



Crap.



Yes.



Not yet



There’s data 
everywhere



Data flow diagram

Employee 
laptop

XSSHunter* Gmail My Hard drive Time machine Bug tracker

*and/or other similarly situated third-party tool



XSSHunter isn’t clear



The bug platform itself



This incident isn’t isolated



—All the bug hunters I asked

“Uh… yeah”



Never hurts to ask



Dang.



Holy crap that worked.



“Your PoC exfiltrated email addresses but it seems 
other PII could have been hypothetically at risk. The 
user base was relatively small (a few thousand) as 
this was an experimental project."

“Be sure that any PII that was in your PoC should be 
obfuscated. We are excited that we can be included in 
your talk and help give back to the security 
community."



Asked to delete data?

No.

Maintain data access through ticket?
Yes.

Disclosure notifications?
Not to my knowledge.



“Re: notification. We are following our usual privacy 
incident process, that includes notification of 
customers in case it's necessary. Not sure if it was 
necessary in this case, our team doesn't see that 
part of the process."



Asked to delete data?

No.

Maintain data access through ticket?
Yes.

Disclosure notifications?
Not to my knowledge.



Wait hold up….





Asked to delete data?

No.

Maintain data access through ticket?
Yes.

Disclosure notifications?
Not to my knowledge.



What about other researchers?



What about other researchers?

https://blog.assetnote.io/bug-bounty/2019/01/14/gaining-access-to-ubers-user-data-through-ampscript-evaluation/



Making it rain Shubs



Asked to delete data?

No.

Maintain data access through ticket?
Yes.

Disclosure notifications?
Not to his knowledge.



What about other researchers?

https://samcurry.net/hacking-starbucks/



““I tried my best to limit is as I didn't want to cause any problems from 

their side, so I only included like 5-6 other peoples records”“



Asked to delete data?

No.

Maintain data access through ticket?
Yes.

Disclosure notifications?
Not to his knowledge.



These aren’t 
one-off’s.



Why does it happen?



Sometimes it’s an 
accident.



Sometimes it’s 
not an accident.



Bountier incentives



Triager incentives



Triager incentives



Thank you to the companies that let us talk about it



Shame on journalists punishing transparent companies



Not helpful



Howbout this?



04
So what if this data is 

everywhere?

Why should 
you care?



XSSHunter has 1.66TB of 
data in it



2 weeks ago

My bounty account didn’t have 2fac



It’s a trend
Time to clean up and try to 
contain sensitive data while still 
advancing security programs



If you build 
it…



Prepare for 
the worst…



Major requirements

Prevent

Cleanup
If you know confidential or personal data is 
on a system, clean it up - and keep a record 
of the clean up.

Be ready. 
Set policies to prevent data leaks and 
continually enhance them.
Work with your privacy team or compliance 
teams.



Prevention & cleanup opportunities
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Other 
unknown third 

parties

Prevention & cleanup opportunities

?



Ideal data flow

Who knows???

This stuff is complicated



Legal obligations?

The company
Running the bug bounty 

program

The platforms
That facilitate the bug 
bounty program and 

researcher tools

The researcher
Bug hunter hoping to 

get $ for bugs



“It depends”



“knowingly accessed a 
computer without 

authorization or exceeding 
authorized access”

Authorized?
Potentially limited by 

terms

Personal data handling 
requirements could apply 

CFAA (US) Bug bounty / Coordinated 
Vulnerability Disclosure

Privacy laws

Bug bounty & the law



Lawyer help & other resources

● EFF Coder’s Rights Project: 
https://www.eff.org/issues/coders

● Luta Security 
● Your in-house legal team

https://www.eff.org/issues/coders
https://www.eff.org/issues/coders


No but really, legal obligations?

The company
Running the bug bounty 

program

The platforms
That facilitate the bug 
bounty program and 

researcher tools

The researcher
Bug hunter hoping to 

get $ for bugs



Company 
takeaways

As original stewards of the data, 
you have legal and contractual 
obligations to end users or 
customers - be aware of those.
Work with your legal team.
Don’t hold on to data forever.



Researcher 
takeaways

Tell the truth.
Say it, don’t spray it.
Don’t hold on to data.
Stay within bounty terms.
Use 2FA on our H1 and Bugcrowd 
accounts.



Platform 
takeaways

Give customers control.
Consider privacy by design.
Clearly communicate privacy 
practices.
Allow for retention policies for 
attachments & tickets. 



This is not unique to 
bug bounties, it will 

exist in general 
pentesting ecosystem

Good data 
governance and a 

strong foundation will 
set everyone up for 

success

We <3 Bug Bounties
Good data handling prevents 
security incidents

General takeaways



Thank you!
Questions?

Whitney Merrill
@wbm312 

Dylan Ayrey
@InsecureNature


